Rat rod wiring

Please Note: This diagram was designed for 12 volt systems, but can also be used for 6 volt
systems. If used for 6 volt, make all the wires heavier by 2 gauges. For example 14 gauge wire
will become 12 gauge, 10 gauge will be 8 gauge, etc. Wire hot rod lights? The one automotive
job we all dread is the wiring. Yet, with help from this how-to book even the neophyte mechanic
can install a wiring harness. Dennis Overholser, longtime technical specialist for Painless
Performance Products and avid hot rodder, walks you through nine chapters sure to clear away
your fear of electricity. Photo-intensive, hands-on sequences document and help explain the
installation of both an EFI harness on a late model V-8, and the installation of a complete
harness kit into a newly built hot rod. With pages and over color photos, this wiring book is the
electrical bible you need for that next electrical project. Topics include: the basics of DC
electricity; installation of additional circuits; choosing and installing the best battery, starter
and alternator; installation of the gauges; finding and installing a new EFI harness; and wiring a
complete scratch-built hot rod. Follow Us on Flipboard. Rebuilding Ford F disc brakes, from
sandblasting and painting, rotors and spindles, to making sure parts are within spec. Builds and
Examples. The step-by-step process of a Subaru WRX powered Super Beetle bug engine
conversion and restoration project. DIY Projects. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy
Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. Hi Guys
Any pointers on how to hide the headlight wiring etc to tidy up the appearance on a roadster?
Cheers Steve. Flattiesteve , May 16, I used nice 3 or 4 wire shop extension cord run up along the
frame rail to the front crossmember then inside the grille shell 32 and out the grille side to the
lights. Use a rubber grommet on each end of the conduit. Have also done the same thing with
some black smooth vacuum line for conduit. I ran the wiring through the lower cowl, as stated
above, into the boxed frame. From the frame to the headlights, I used the chrome supply line
they use to plumb from the large pipes into your sink. It's chrome, easy to bend, available in a
couple of sizes and different lengths. Put the wires through before you try to bend, and it won't
kink. I found a couple of fittings that would adapt to the bolt on the bottom of the headlight, too.
Reds 29 , May 16, Bert , May 16, Flipper , May 16, I went to the wrecking yard and grabbed some
flat wire from under the carpet of a Toyota I know and since they are all together and flat they
really looked good under the hood on my old Shoebox. They even have some extra nice
connecters. Gumpa , May 16, It is made for that purpose. Just think of all the wire under your
dash, bouncing up and down for years Never had a problem with the wires inside the rails
breaking. Most of my cars make so much noise you can't hear the rattle if there is any. I do use
shrink tube or sometimes vacuum line to protect the wires where I go thru the cowl into the
rails, depends on how many wires. Retrorod , May 17, C9 , May 17, I bought some headlight
mounts from Speedway and intended to run my wires inside the frame. No way are they big
enough for 3 wires. Also the hollow bolt on the headlights where the wires come through are at
an inpossible angle to continue down through the stands. C9 , May 18, And you have to pull
through the bolt and nut before you ever try to satrt the wires through the stands. Hide too
much and you'll have a street rod. Muttley likes this. I can't help much on the headlights, but
now I'm dead set against any wires inside boxed frames. Melt the wires? IMHO, wires in the
frame are just foo-foo show car tricks. I try to run them neatly on the inside of the frame rail,I
use small tie wraps to gather the wire and then use electricians tape to wrap them,,looks clean
and simple. Today unkledaddy answered him. But it's a good thread. Neat wiring is hidden
wiring. Intelligent wiring is hidden wiring. Hot rods are so simple. I could post some pics of a
custom engine harness for a 3. In those pics you'll not be able to see but the tinyest fraction of
a harness that's sprawled out all over that engine. Really there's no point in posting that picture
because there's nothing to see in it. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our
Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. It will always be the words of an older guy who has
owned several rods, and has a good working knowledge of cars in general. If this is you, you
will have little interest in this column. There are usually four sections to a kit. The front, rear,
dash and steering column. The wires to the dash and column are so short on the other hand,
you must mount your fuse box on the drivers side. The only problem is, in a hot rod you barely
have room for a brake and gas pedal, let alone a fuse box. If you are lucky enough to mount it
on the drivers side, you would pull your hair out every time you needed to change a fuse!
Needless to say, you will have to splice every wire in your dash and column section in order to
mount it on the passenger side where you can actually get to it. As mentioned, there will be four
sections of wire coiled up and cable tied. There will be a left and right turn-signalwire. There will
also be a third brake-light wire. The brake-lights will work off the two turn-signalwires. Your
brake switch will power your turn-signal switch and that in turn allows one light to stay on when
brakes are applied and the second light will blink. One thing that will help you when tracing

wiring problems down the road is to know power sources. The turn-signal switch powering your
brake-lights would be one example even though it picks up from the brake-light switch. Another
example would be the relay powering the dimmer switch, and then going to the headlight
switch. It just helps you to know the line of current so you know which source to check first.
The other wires to the back section will be a gas tank sending wire, and a parking-light wire. An
expensive kit will say park lights and taillights and license plate light. A cheap kit will only have
one wire that says either park or tail and you will have to splice it to the other tail light and the
license plate light. This will conclude the back section. You will need to hold on to the extra
length of wire you have cut off. You will need it later for sure. The next-easiest section to tackle
will be the front section. There will be several more wires to contend with but nothing like the
interior. Find the least congested place to drill your hole through the firewall on the passenger
side if possible. If you tape the wires together about every 2 feet, it will make your life easier
when pulling them through the hole. This is particularly true if your running a Chevy drive train.
Most of your hookups will be on this side. The wires you will need are: high beam, low beam,
parking light, and turn signal. These will be split for the left and right side. There will also be a
single fan wire. The fan will have to be grounded to the frame in order to work properly. The
wires you will need will be one high beam and one low beam wire which you will have to split
and run to the other side. There will be one park light wire that you will split also to run to the
other side. The fan will have to be grounded to frame to work. This would be another good place
to stop and vent a moment. The generic kits will have different connectors for the alternator,
distributor, steering column etc. There will be a heavy red wire that will attach to the main post
on your starter and another marked solenoid that will go to the S or start post on your solenoid.
There will also be a coil wire that will go to the positive side of the coil or HEI and another that
says tach. I mention this because there are a few wiring brands that come with no instructions!
They say you can get the instructions online, but the information leaves a lot to be desired. The
next wire will be your horn wire and again the horn will have to be grounded to the frame in
order to work. None of the kits come with ground wires so this is where all of that extra wire will
come in handy. It will help to keep all of your ground wires the same color in case you ever have
to track a problem. Grounding will be your biggest nightmare in DC wiring. The way to prevent
these things is to ground the body to the frame, the frame to the motor and the motor to the
body. This concludes the front section, except for your mechanical gauges which will be
covered in the interior section. The two sections of wire left will say dash and column. The
temperature gauge will be a copper line that screws into the water jacket of the block. The
plastic line for the oil gauge screws into a fitting on the back of the motor, and the volt meter
will be a ground and single wire to the ignition. The tach wire will go to the negative side of the
coil or in the case of HEI to a filter and then to the negative side of the distributor. Now for the
dash and column sections. In the column wires there will be a horn wire that you can run to the
column or to a button, either way it has to be grounded. There will be a hazard wire you will
connect to a switch for flashers. Your left and right turn-signal wires will go to your blinker
switch and blinker indicators to your dash panel. There will also be a brake switch and third
brake-light wire in the column section and the same in the dash section. Two will go to your
brake-light switch and two to your turn-signal switch. Your remaining wires will be in the dash
section will pertain to your dimmer switch, ignition switch, headlight switch and lighting and
power for your lights and gauges. One will go to your ACC post and one to the ignition start
side. The main post will be ignition power. Your aftermarket headlight switch will have a battery
power post in the rear, and on the right two terminals will be taillights in front and parking lights
in rear. These switches will come with no instructions, so these details will be helpful. The three
dimmer switch wires will come with a plug, but have to be spliced as you will find them too
short. Most all wiring companies mark their wires clearly so
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splicing is not bad as long as you keep a reminder sheet to know what wire goes where. As for
your wiper and heater wires, they will be single wires that you will hook to switches and ground
them. The only wires left will be your gauge power wire and panel lights wire. Each of these will
have to be spliced to run to every gauge. It will be easier on you if you group them in threes and
then tie those together. Same with power and panel lights. This will save shorts later. It not only
looks better, but prevents snagging a wire with your foot. We will safeguard your e-mail and
only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Street Rod articles, news,
car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Wiring
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